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      With Peter Jackman at wheel, Scienceworks Fowler Z7 heads a parade of steam around the arena. 
 

 A walk down Fowler Road between the Ruston and Bucyrus Face Shovels and the MA HA Parlour steam display opposite 
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The Ruston Navvy 20 Face Shovel creates its own cloud as the Bucyrus 65 gets ready to share the load 

 
Chamberlains gather in the compound waiting for their turn for a parade around the arena. 

 
Howard, the survivor of our early tractor maker is well represented by these rotary cultivator gems. 

     
Two immaculate Howard’s, a DH 226 and DH 22 and a collection Howard Cultivators from Stawell 
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                                  Our Mission Statement 
 To foster, nurture, encourage and demonstrate technical, agricultural and life skills associated with the Industrial Era. 

     To provide a quality environment    where these skills may be used to educate and entertain members and visitors. 

  To run two weekend rallies each year, and be available at convenient time for other interested groups or individuals. 

                                                           To conserve and develop a heritage collection..   

 

                                              Our Copyright Conditions May Help You 

          If you are interested in reusing images or text please see our copyright conditions below 

  We encourage non-commercial use. You may be eligible to use them without further authorisation                                                                                                       

                                                               Copyright Conditions 
  The authors appended ©, of work in this newsletter retain the copyright of their work and images. You may download, display, print and 

reproduce their material in unaltered form only for your personal use and use within your family or organisation. Apart from usages permitted 

under the Copyright Act 1968 such as “Fair Dealing” for the purpose of reporting, all other rights are reserved. If your organisation is a 

Periodic publications dedicated to the preservation of Heritage structures, machinery and skills, or a bona fide news media you may 

archive and republish this material free of charge without further authorisation, provided that the source of the material, that is “Goldsmith 

Gazette” and the “Authors name ©”, is acknowledged, and that the material is not used for advertising or endorsements, and that the user does 

not purport to licence, or assign or sell copyright to other parties. All other rights are reserved. Requests for other use of copyright material may 

be directed via the editor. 

 

A word from the Editor 
 

   The Aussie Built Tractor Rally is now behind us, and the Caterpillar Rally is on the way. 

   Thanks to everyone who added a story to the pre rally Gazette, they gave a good insight into the 

tractors which, in spite of the bleak weather forecast, were on parade for all to see. As it turned out 

Saturdays weather was, for most of the day better than forecast with quite a bit of Sun, Sunday was a 

bit moist underfoot, with a few showers, but not many were put off.  Fortunately there is plenty to see 

in the sheds, and those with steam on tap and a warm fire to produce it were popular spots during the 

odd shower. 

    The Caterpillar Rally is already generating interest, unlike our Aussie built tractors which were 

generally built in small numbers many years ago, Caterpillar is alive and well, and there are 

thousands of machines built by Caterpillar and its subsidiaries in existence in Australia. 

     The enthusiasm of owners of new machines is matched by collectors of early Holt and Caterpillar 

crawler tractors and dozers which worked in Forestry, land development, civil construction, mines, 

rice farms and the Military are a few which come to mind, and then there is the enormous range of 

other machinery. 

     If you expect to have any of your Cat collection at the November Rally, let me know and we will try 

and find a way to include a story and pictures in the October November issue of the Gazette. These 

stories interest readers and encourage them to attend on Rally day to see machines they would not 

otherwise expect to be there. 

     Caterpillar features will start in the August September edition, and we expect that the October 

November Edition will be dedicated to Caterpillar and its products, and I expect that it will be similar 

to the last April edition. I expected this June July edition to shrink back to normal but such is not the 

case. Thanks to everyone who has taken the time to contribute  features and pictures to this Gazette.  

  

                                    Now let’s see what else appeared at the May Rally 

 

     
This 1940 Lincoln Zephyr V12 from Stawell in Victoria is No 10 of less 60 that were built. 
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    Scobie’s Corner opens up for the Rally, and Browns gear is ready for action in the background. 
 

              
 

Craig Jacksons 18HP Twin High Buffalo Pitts caught on its way to the arena 
 

            

This Lykamobile is an ideal way to get around a steam rally, and Chalie is a quick way to get around.  

          
A Triumph TR3A from Snake Valley & an MGB under the direction of Vice President Ron Harris 
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3 more Aussie builts, 2 from Howard and a Victa.              USA built Bolens Huskie from Deniliquin 

Collectors. 

            
Glass and Ceramic Insulators from Deniliquin NSW,  Russell Meadows Butter Churn & Separators 

in shed 64 and a row of Stationary engines on display in the Jack Kirkpatrick Compound. 

       
A quaint Power Hacksaw in the Lockinvar Reserve, and Bill Smith & C0’s Steam Display at shed 60. 

    
Time for a cooler                               A Chamberlain laps the arena while the Navy’s Foden takes a rest.

       
    Some nicely presented engines on show by visiting exhibitors in the centre engine compound. 
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An Allis Chalmers makes a neat load on this GMC and  this Inter Transtar is 2-STROKE TRUCKIN 

 

      
Darren Visser and Son Luke take a spin in this rebuild of Chamberlains successful 1920 style Hill 

climb car. The motor is a from an Indian Motor bike, and the travelling mechanics seat is low comfort

             
 Not seen to often is this Atco Scythe, ideal for small enterprise,                  and a neat BMW motorbike 

       The wood supply for the Boilerhouse 
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This 2 Door Buick Eight from the 1940’s is a rare sight, and the Ford Prefect was a popular1950’s car 

MGB’s featured well in this line up. It was not the best of weather for Rag Tops. So thanks to all. 

  
Warwick Bryce transported the Armstrong Holland from Melbourne Steam Traction Engine Club on 

his dual steer Leader. Unloading was uneventful, but 7 Ton rollers do not go up wet earth ramps well, 

 

 
so Brendan Roberts helped with a push from his Chamberlain, his second rescue call for the Rally. 

    The selection of photos on the forgoing pages outlines a few of the exhibits around the rally grounds 

    The variety was terrific; there was something there for everyone, cars, trucks, tractors and 

stationary engines, and the spread of steam vehicles that are the backbone of a steam rally. 

    Thanks to all those groups and individuals who defied the elements to provide this colourful and 

interesting display, and may we look forward to your continued participation at future events. 

     For the next few pages we will move away from the Rally Report, and get an update on Neil’s list. 
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  In the April May edition the entries for oldest exhibit nominations were summarised. 

 Whilst it will be interesting to find the oldest exhibit, the list is not restricted to items older than those 

already published. It is meant to include items which are early examples of that type of artefact, ie 

engine, telephone, radio train refrigerator wagon, car truck or furniture etc, if its old, it is elegible, so 

keep the list rolling. Neil Sanders initiated this list, and to avoid confusion all entries will now be listed 

under the title of:-       

                                                                  Neil’s List 
   For this addition we have some new entries,, so let’s get rolling with the largest. 

    Most members and visitors will be aware of the 2 Railway carriage’s on the West side of Clayton & 

Shuttleworth Drive. I have walked past them for years without the slightest idea of their origins. 

     Well that is until I was talking with Bob Yohnck who is the proud owner of the Northern carriage 

near the Scobie Bros. shed 42. 

     Bob is a very early member and has regularly made the pilgrimage from his Manly home. Bob has 

a NSW railway background and a lifelong interest in all things railway. During his early trips with the 

late Brian Burke they camped out on George Mulcahy’s lounge room floor.  Eventually the lodgings 

were expanded when a retired railway work van came up for sale in the North Ballarat  railway 

yards. An inspection was organised, a price was negotiated, and delivery was arranged with a Mr H.. 

George   who transported the carriage to George’s yard on his AA International Semitrailer. 

     The Carriage was soon made liveable, and it became the home away from home for Bob and Brian 

for many years.  As events changed and the club grew, the carriage (along with another) was moved to 

the club Rally Ground and set up, where Bob has used it ever since. 

 

           
 From the Ballarat yards to the trailer of the Inter and eventually George Mulcahy’s yard. These 

pictures from 1978 record the Carriages later history and are this editions shoe box picture entry. 

 

    The Southern Carriage of the pair is owned by George Sheedy. George has a background with the 

Victorian Railways, and a lifelong interest in steam and he is also a long term member at Lake 

Goldsmith. Georges carriage came from the Geelong North railway yards, where George had driven 

the last train that pulled the carriage in service. 

 

   A third carriage arrived at George Mulcahy’s yard. This carriage was acquired from a local farm 

where it had been stored in a shed for some years after its purchase from the Victorian Railways. The 

new owner was the late Mick de Graffe, who like Bob and George used it as his temporary sleeping 

quarters. This carriage was later acquired by our neighbour where it is in service as a shearer’s rest 

room. This carriage had an unusual history in that it was 1 of 2 carriages converted for use as mobile 

Hospital carriages. 

  Following the major Railway accident at Sunshine in 1908, where 44 people were killed in an 

accident involving 4 Trains, the Victorian Railways decided to build 2 Hospital Carriages, which later 

saw service during world War 1, and were later disposed of sometime in the 1920’s or 30’s. 

   Mick’s carriage turned up with Marble surgery areas and much of the original equipment, which 

was later removed as the carriage was converted for use as sleeping quarters. 

    Bob has supplied us with an elevation and some dimensions for these carriages that were built in 

the UK by Brown and Marshall in 1883 and fully imported by the Victorian Railways for use as 1
st
 

and 2
nd

 class carriages. Later in their life these carriages were converted from the original 3 axles to 
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bogies, and the buffers were removed and automatic couplers fitted. Bob, and Georges carriages were 

both converted to work vans and fitted with bunks and kitchen facilities. 

 

 

         
 

            As they appear today, Bob, and George’s carriages, and the Ex Hospital carriage 
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  This is about where I expected this story to end, but an unexpected meeting has added another 

unexpected dimension to the history of these carriages. 

   On May 27 together with Ron Harris I attended a walkthru of the Beaufort Station and Goods Shed 

Renovation, where VicTrack Project Manager Denis Cronin, and CommunityBuilding Program 

Manager Jean Parson outlined the progress and extent of works undertaken on this project to 

prepare the buildings for the use of the Pyrenees Arts Council in the Station Buildings, and ourselves 

in the Goods Shed, via a lease from VicTrack to the Pyrenees Shire. 

   Also present was Architect Fraser Brown, who is responsible for the concept and details of this 

project. Fraser has a background in Heritage Building Preservation and Renovation. He also has an 

interest in Railway History, a combination of interests that has worked well for the Goods Shed and 

Station Building Renovation. 

     Fraser has also been able to provide some photos of theses carriages. The B&W below is a picture 

of B328 which became Hospital Carriage No 1 as it appeared in service. Our neighbours carriage was 

origionaly carriage A153, which became Carriage B343 and ended up as Hospital Car 2.  

      
 

          
The restored carriage above is part of the Veteran Train assembled by VR for the 1954 Centenary 
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         It seems that the 70 carriages imported as part of the order on Brown and Marshall in the early 

1880’s caused quite a stir after some mischivious complaints about aspects of their construction. 

     The carriages construction was found to be of good quality when examined by the authorities of the 

day, and all complaints were dismissed as set out in the following reprints from the Argus Newspaper 
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And a word back from the manufacturer, as published in the Argus in 1884 
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 And a copy of the report from Mr Mirls, the VR Locomotive superintendent of the day. 
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     You might need to enlarge these reprints to read them, or print them and use a glass, they are an 

interesting look back at the past, especially as they are a story about carriages preserved at the Rally 

grounds, and at 130 years old, and still sound in structure, there can be little doubt of their quality. 

     It is interesting that the services of Mr Stroudly are referenced in the tender summary for these 

carriages. Fraser has said that he was one of the leading lights in Locomotive and Carriage design at 

the time. 

     Next time you head down Clayton and Schuttleworth Drive, have a look at those carriages, they 

have a story of their own. 

      Well all of that was an unexpected end to the carriage story, and all thanks to a chance 

conversation with the architect of what will soon be our Beaufort Heritage Precinct base. 

     Before we leave Beaufort, Jean Parson has provided us with a VicTrack fact sheet on the 

Community Use of Vacant Railway Buildings. 

     This outlines the requirements and criteria for these projects to proceed, and in the case of the 

Beaufort Station and Goods Shed gives an indication of the work that was undertaken by the Shire, 

the residents who formed a committee of common interest, and the VicTrack Team that all 

contributed to the success of this project. This really is a great way to preserve our Railway History 

and provide a centre for local volunteer and community groups. 

    May we hope that this program continues into the future and expands to include those buildings 

which have survived by the efforts of volunteer groups who leased such buildings before the scheme 

came into effect. 

   
 

       Thanks to all who helped with information on the background of those carriages that have now 

been added to Neils list, and thanks to Jean and Fraser for there contribution to the story and the link 

to the Beaufort Project.. For the August/September edition we expect to bring the Beaufort Heritage 

Precinct Story up to date.                                                                                                                                    

Just before we leave the Heritage Precinct, Jean has supplied concept views of the new Arts Council 
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entrance, and the Goods shed which were prepared as part of the original planning for the project.    

The Steam Locomotive tops of the scene, but we may have to wait a while for one to materialise from 

virtual reality. It does set the scene off well, definitely something to think about !! 

 

   
 

   And finally from April 2014, a last look inside the Goods Shed before the renovation started.  

 

                
 

     Thanks Jean for these first and last images of a VicTrack sponsored Heritage Preservation project. 

 

      For this edition we must now leave Beaufort and return to Lake Goldsmith and catch up on the 

next entries on Neil’s list:- 

 

s                                                                          

 

   The above entry is from Max Jennings Cart Axle. Unusually this axle did not use an end nut or 

pinned bush to retain the wheel. The wheel hub is located by a retaining flange and shoulder.  
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    More unusual is the location of the makers name and date, which is stamped on the top side of the 

shaft inside the rotating wheel hub. At this point the surfaces only ever contact when the cart is jacked 

up so that there is virtually no wear, and the grease keeps the rust at bay. 

     Max has repeated the stamped information to the display board as shown in the centre photo. With 

a date of manufacture in 1832 this axle is 182 years old, which places it at the front end of Neil’s list. 

      Thanks Max for this entry, and for having it on display outside shed55 on Fowler Road 

 

 The next entry comes from Brian Gleeson in shed 51, right opposite the Founders Building. 

        

 
      

   This entry is a steam engine manufactured by Humble and Nicholson in Geelong Victoria in 1870. 

In its working life it powered a log saw, and was restored in 1970, The steam condensing in the cold 

air during the Rally had the engine hidden in the mists of time. This shed was a nice spot to be in, nice 

and warm with lots to see, and good company. 

    This open frame engine is a rare sight, and at 1870 it is an early starter on Neil’s List.  

 

   Now we go back to the early days of 1 horsepower power sources. This entry from John Kirkpatrick 

and can be found in shed 5 on Marshall Avenue       

          

                                                                                                                    

Built 1855 (see nameplate enlargement) this 

horse tread mill is still in working order, and so 

far this is the oldest working exhibit on Neil’s 

list 
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      The next entry on Neil’s list can be found in shed 43A, the Williams Family Shed.  

Melbourne Cable Tram Trailer No 18 is a backdrop to an outboard engine display, as can be seen in 

the photo below.  Built in New York USA by John Stevenson in 1885, this carriage was one of the first 

20 trams supplied for the opening of Melbourne’s first cable tram route from Melbourne to 

Richmond. This carriage is 1 of 2 known survivors of these early cable trams, the other, No 1 is at 

Science works.  Wheels and axle boxes have been acquired, and at some time it is hoped that 

restoration can commence. The cable tram network expanded to 66 miles of track and was the largest 

in the world 

  

 
 

     Readers are still interested in these very old exhibits that are on display at Lake Goldsmith, so keep 

forwarding them to the editor with pictures and a short story, or a long one if you want, Bob and 

Georges carriage story went from a paragraph to 7 pages. 

 

  With the list updated we can move back to 1932 and see what a South Melbourne Machinery 

Merchant had on offer at their Riverside Avenue Premises. 

 

                            Cameron, Sutherland and Stewart Pty Ltd 

 
     John Norris has uncovered a Catalogue produced in 1932 and has picked out some choice items 

that were offered for sale, so I will hand the story over to John. 

 

    Riverside Avenue, South Melbourne was the home base of second hand machinery specialists, 

Cameron Sutherland & Stewart Pty. Ltd. There was also a branch in Ultimo, Sydney. They were 

agents for engine manufacturers including Bellis & Morcom, Clayton & Shuttleworth and Ransomes 

Sims & Jefferies to name a few. 

    Catalogue No. 27 dated January 1932 has the claim “ that we deal in and are specialists in high 

grade second hand machinery”. The contents list a multitude of machinery, mainly steam that was on 

offer. Some examples are worthy of sharing with you. 

     

25NHP Marshall and Sons Portable Steam Engine 

     Cylinders:- 12” * 16”, crankshaft:- 3 bearings Flywheel:- 72”Diam * 15.5” face,  

     Governor:- Pickering,      Boiler W.P:- 120 PSI :- Firebox:- Large, reconditioned.  

   Price:-                                                                                                                         cont 18 
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6NHP Traction Engine by Fowler & Co 

     Cylinder:-  8” * 10”, Boiler W.P:- 140 PSI, overhauled and Tested 

    Price:-  £350 

Kerr Stewart 2’ Gauge 0-4-0 Steam Locomotive. 

       Cylinders:- 7 ½” * 12”, Boiler W.P:- 160 PSI’  

     Price:- On Application. 

                
 

So much for the Steam on offer, the Internal Combustion buyers were not left out either, so it is back 

to John’s story. 

    With £450 in your hand you could be the owner of a 57 BHP Horizontal Crude Oil Engine by 

Crossley Bros. Ltd. Complete with all accessories needed including the starting outfit- air compressor 

and receiver tank 6” / 20” Diam. 

    And for the Blackstone enthusiast there was a 6 ½ HP Lamp Start oil engine completely overhauled 

and tested.  Price £45. 

     On the smaller side a 3 ½ HP Robson:- Cylinder:- Horizontal 5” * 11’’ stroke, Lamp Start Ignition, 

Balanced Flywheel, Fuel and Water Tanks, and all of this for £32/10/0. 

      For the enterprising gold miner there were many items to pick up including winding engines.  

I quote “ Phoenix Foundry, Cylinders 16” * 42” Piston Valves, planed slide bars, 2 loose drums 

8’Diam * 18” wide on 8” shaft. Clutches on square brakes operared by steam or foot, indicator gear. 

All controls on platform between engine centres 13’. Excellent massive set located in Ballarat, 

     Price £500 

       Pit Head pulleys up ti 11’ diameter, Safety mining cages, mining trucks & light rail. 

      £1000 would set you up ready to make a fortune! 

   On the electric front, a 400KW A.E.G 6000 Volt 3 Phase Alternator, direct coupled exciter driven by 

a Bellis & Morcom Ltd Vertical Triple expansion engine. 

      Price on Application.                                                                                                  Cont 19 
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    A small oval cast iron agent’s plate was affixed where possible on the goods offered. These are fairly 

rare and well sort after. In a restructure in 1939 the firm took on the title of:- 

                                               Cameron & Sutherland Pty Ltd. 

          And operated for another 20 years. 

 

         
      

       Thanks John for that insight into what was on offer in 1932. By today’s standards the prices seem 

low for gear in good condition. Steam was starting to lose it’s appeal, and the Great Depression must 

have made trading hard. These catalogues are an interesting window into our past. 

 

    Colin Holmes, who provided much of the Jelbart information in the pre rally Gazette, has followed 

up with some highlights on the May Rally generally, and naturally, the Jelbart’s in particular. 

    

                       Lake Goldsmith All Australian Tractor Rally 2014 

 
         Overall this was a good Rally celebrating 100years of Jelbart Tractors. We had 15 at the 2009 

Jelbart Engine Centenary Rally, but only 8 this time. We had two 1914 tractors and a good display 

including Mark Hall’s 1920 14 HP from Young in NSW. To get to Goldsmith it was a 13 hour 1500 

KM drive in a petrol V8 truck doing 2.5Km/Litre and using as much water as fuel. His tractor ran 

perfectly all weekend, and we appreciate the effort he put in to be there. 

        Trevor Oliver’s standard Jelbart commentary, while discussing the finer points, was to state that  

“they get next to my commentary point, backfire, and cut out.”  A better wording is like Rolls Royce 

saying “they cease to proceed”. This year they successfully circumnavigated the grand parade course. 

       Gary Williamson from Pakenham gave his 1914 14 HP a maiden start-up, needing just 1 ½ days 

to get going. Trevor Oliver was intrigued by the starting procedure which required much fiddling 

with knobs and levers, as on all Jelbart’s. 

       Gary’s brother, Geoff Williamson of Pakenham had a rare 1917 EAA McDonald, which is a 

brother to John Kirkpatrick’s primitive 1913 EB McDonald. 

      Smith’s Emu Creek Sawmill put a 3cyl gm Chamberlain Super 90 on the belt for a run. The 

combination of the sound of the exhaust and saw blade together, was like music to my ears, although I 

have never heard Jim Smiths 14HP Jebart on the mill. 

      Science Works had a rare Sunshine Model A and a prototype Chamberlain powered by a 1959 

Grey Holden. Despite it being the 90
th

 anniversary year of Ronaldson Tippett tractors, only two were 

there. There was also a replica racing car the same as Bob Chamberlain built and raced in 1928. It 

was powered by an Indian Chief engine. The kick Starter was between the right hand front wheel and 

the chassis. 

      There was a “tail end Charlie” lookalike there, driven 150 miles over from South Dandenong on 

the East side of Melbourne. There was also a Howard Kelpie and rotary hoe, plus a few Geelong 

based Inters. 

     The Clubs 1928 25HP Jelbart Roller came to life after many years. An intrepid and patient group 

of on site mechanics dismantled the carby and inlet to find the fuel blockage, and then enjoyed rolling 

around on it.                                                                                                                                                       
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                                                                                                                                                          Cont 20 

      Maybe the next Jelbart feature rally could be in 2028 for the hundred year celebration of the clubs 

Roller, and alo feature Road Rollers of all types. There are 6 known Jelbart Road Rollers from about 

150 that were produced, there are 3 which are the same as Lake Goldsmith’s 3 wheeler, and 3 

tandems with 2 wheels. The three tandems include 1 large, 1 medium and 1 footpath Roller. Add in 

McDonalds, Steamers and other makes and models that have been produced over the years, it would 

make a good Rally. 

       With the impending loss of the Australian Motor Industry that was booming in the 20
th

 century, 

we must preserve and admire the survivors of this famous era in Australian Engineering History that 

has given this great nation of ours will never see again. They say that nothing is as constant as change. 

 

    Thanks Colin for that run down the Rally. Collin has also supplied some photos taken at the Rally 

which cover some of the tractors discussed above.  
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                                                                                                                                                               Cont 21 

     
     

 
 

  That brings us to the end of Colin’s collection of Aussie Builts at the May 2014 Rally. 

 

                                     Gisborne Steam Rally and Tractor Pull 
 

  Now for a trip to Gisborne and a quick look at their May Rally. As usual there was a good crowd 

and plenty for them to see at this year’s Rally, and the weather was kind too. Always popular with the 

younger visitors is the 7 ¼” miniature train, and for the others there is the Vintage Tractor Pull, and a 

large contingent of restored trucks, cars and motor bikes from all eras. All up it is a good family day 

with something for everyone and a lot for a few. 
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  It 

It’s goodbye to Gisborne for this year, and look forward to next year. Now we venture a bit further 

afield, across the Indian Ocean in fact, so tighten your belts for the flight and open your brochures. 
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                                                         Sandstone Heritage Trust 
                                                                          Host of               

                                                         STARS OF SANDSTONE    

                                                Heritage Rail Road Farm & Air Festivals 

                                                            www.sandstone-estates.com  

 

    
 

                                                 
    

   
                   

          
 

      

http://www.sandstone-estates.com/
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     Located a mile above the sea, in the Eastern Free State, of South Africa, an area of fertile well 

watered farmland on the Caledon River at the border of Lesotho, Sandstone Estates is a large modern 

self sufficient farm that has been blended with a Heritage complex that includes 26KM of Narrow 

Gauge Railway with its large collection of agricultural and commercial mobile machinery. 

     Long standing business associates Wilf Mole and Mike Myers have established this collection from 

railways, farms and industries and wrecking yards around Africa and provided resources to restore  

and house this large and varied range of equipment that forms the nucleus of attractions at the 

                                                       Stars of Sandstone Festivals  

     In addition to its own collection, by arrangement with other groups, the Stars of Sandstone 

Festivals include displays of  Cars Trucks and Military Fighting & Transport Vehicles and light 

aircraft,  Moths, Chipmonks and Harvards etc. With their own airstrip, parallel to a Road and 

Railway line, some unique photo oportunities are possible.  

     With some spectacular scenary, and timetables that start before dawn and end after sunset some 

incredible photo oportunities arise, and teams of photoghaphers are on hand at prime locations. 

     Locomotives range from ex South African Railway Garrets to tiny 0-4-0 industrial locomotives, 

and a range of flat top (with Loads) and passenger cars add variety and reality to have the 

Locomotives working hard on the steep gradients 

     Buses, trucks, tractors, and traction engines are all in action at the Festival, and many visitors 

arive early and become volunteer drivers and mechanics. Contingents from Australia, the UK and 

Europe are active on the Trains. 

     I first  heard of Sandstone Estates when Dave Mickle headed off a couple of years ago, and when 

this editorial stint started I contacted the Group for details for a feature article. In addition to their 

help, Warwick Bryce headed of with Robin Gibb for the 2014 event, and apart from having the time 

of his life as a volunteer, came back with the following photos . 

      Warwick will be writing up his adventures in Steam Supreme ( the first one is in the June 

addition) over the next 3 issues. If you can get your hands on a copy, ( even if it means joining MSTEC 

to do so) it is well worth a read. 

       If all goes well, I hope to have a follow up feature in the Dec addition when the arrangements for 

the next Festival will be known. 

     Thanks To Wilfred Mole and Warwick Bryce for the story and pictures. 

 

P.S.  Wilfred Mole has advised that “ STARS OF SANDSTONE 2015” will run from 2-12 April 2015 
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  Now it is time to move back to the 103
rd

 Lake Goldsmith rally and take a look at some photos by  

Eva Zlatkovic. Eva and Graeme are members at Ballan, and regular visitors to Goldsmith and over 

the years Eva has collected an impressive range of exhibits in her collection. We have exhibited her 

photos previously in Goldsmith, and many have taken up her offers for large sized prints. 

     If you are interested in more information, Eva can be contacted on 0409 858 336  

    Now you can enjoy a return to the Rally 
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A second entry from John Norris gives us some background on this well turned out Steam Wagon 

                             The Clayton & Shuttleworth 5 Ton Steam Wagon 

   
 

 Back in action after a 6 years rebuild, the Clayton & Shuttleworth 5 ton Steam Wagon hides its 98 

years. Built in Lincoln England in 1916 with works No 37838 , this wagon is 1 of 3 known to survive, 

and is the only one in steam, so it is a rare and welcome sight. 

   The works were carried out in John’s workshop with the help of friends, including Eric Wolverson 

who is at the wheel in the picture above with Sam Symes firing. 

    The boiler work was extensive, with a new firebox tube plate and crown sheet, plus new stays and 

tubes. Member Neil Badenock from Adelaide helped replace the gears 

    Eric is also involved as an engineer on Murray River Paddle Steamers, and Sam who hails from 

Euston is involved on the Marion and Ruby paddle steamers and is a regular volunteer at the Psyche 

Bend Pumping Station at Mildura. At 16 Sam has a lot of years ahead in Steam Preservation and 

operation. 

     Thanks to all involved, it was good to see this piece of history looking smart and steaming well  

 

   Now comes the time to sign off on this Edition of the feature section of the gazette, and to thank, not 

only those who have contributed articles and pictures but thank all those who brought the exhibits to 

the  103
rd

 Rally. The range of exhibits is enormous. 

    And in particular to those who brought the Aussie Made tractors, and other bits as well to this 

Rally. It was good to see such a variety of gear in the same place, and I am sure there are many like 

me who saw things that they had never seen before. 

 

     Now we head for the Caterpillar Rally in November. The entry forms are ready and can be 

downloaded. Next edition we will be starting to feature stories on Caterpillars that are expected 
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                                    SCIENCEWORKS AT LAKE GOLDSMITH 

        
                                                       The Fowler Ploughing Engine 

 

   This ploughing engine is a popular sight at Lake Goldsmith Rally’s, where, with Peter Jackman at 

the controls it can be seen on the arena and in parades around the grounds. At 25 Tonnes it is an 

impressive sight. Built at Leeds in England in 1919 By John Fowler and Co, it was  used in NSW and 

later it was 1 of a pair used by the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works at their sewerage 

farm at Werribee. It was retired from active service in the 1950’s, and in the 1980.s it was restored by 

Bob Butrims and Bruce Roberts. In 2001 the Board donated it to Scienceworks, who in turn loaned it 

to the Lake Goldsmith Steam Preservation Association where it is run at the May and November 

Rally’s 

   With 180 PSI working pressure, these 25 NHP compound engines had 250 indicated HP  available 

These machines were used more than ploughing, including land clearing and channel digging. 

   One of the more unusual uses of a similar Fowler Ploughing Engine is coming up for its 70
th

 

anniversary.  Soon after D Day in World War 2, one of these machines was sent to France and used to 

haul the PLUTO ( Pipe Line Under The Ocean) onto the beach. Its modified Winch had a 14 Ton Pull, 

and nothing else was available at the time. All up six machines were committed to the project. 

Ultimately over 170 million gallons of fuel were delivered to France before hostilities ceased. 

 

                                            THE MMBW PORTABLE WORK VAN   

 

         

 

 

 

       This neatly restored van was used by the 

MMBW workmen as portable quarters when 

they were working on site projects. Currently it 

is used by the ploughing engine operator, as 

temporary quarters during Rallies

 


